Optimization of nebulized delivery of linezolid, daptomycin, and vancomycin aerosol
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Background: At this time, several antibiotics have been investigated as possibilities for aerosol administration, but local therapy has been found to be more efficient in several diseases.

Materials and methods: The drugs linezolid (Zyvox), vancomycin (Voncon), and daptomycin (Cubicin) were tested with three jet nebulizers with seven different residual cups and different loadings. Moreover, three ultrasound nebulizers were again tested with these drugs, with different loadings and mouthpiece attachments.

Results: When drugs are combined with particular cup designs, they significantly lower the droplet size to 1.60 and 1.80 µm, which represents the best combination of Zyvox and cup G and Cubicin and cup D, respectively. Cup design D is suggested as the most effective cup for lowering the droplet size (2.30 µm) when considering a higher loading level (8 mL).

Conclusion: Modification of current drugs from dry powder to solution is possible, and the residual cup design plays the most important role in droplet size production when the nebulization systems have the same properties.
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Background
The respiratory system has been a target for local therapies for many years. Several drugs for systemic diseases are currently being investigated for aerosol administration.¹ ⁷ The respiratory system has several defense mechanisms that the aerosol droplets or dry powder have to bypass in order to deposit in the alveoli.⁸ The beating cilia, mucus, and macrophages are the most important obstacles. The function of beating cilia, macrophages, and mucus production is modified according to underlying respiratory diseases. Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, cystic fibrosis, and asthma disable the efficiency of the defense mechanisms. Moreover, the thick mucus disables the absorption of deposited drugs.⁹

The lung surface is more than 100 m², and therefore the absorption of the aerosol drugs through the vessels of the alveoli is fast.¹⁰ There are several factors that influence aerosol droplet production, and the most important ones can be summarized as follows: jet nebulizer flow rate,¹¹ design of the residual cup,¹² residual cup filling on initiation of nebulization,¹³ residual cup loading,¹⁴ charge of the drug molecules,¹⁵ tapping of the residual cup during nebulization,¹⁶ chemical formula,¹⁷,¹⁸ viscosity,¹¹ surface tension, and concentration of drug solution.

Other factors affecting the droplet size after production can be summarized as the following: humidity within the airway environment, airway turbulence,
architecture of aerosol droplet, and temperature within the airways.¹⁷,¹⁹–²¹ The salts within the chemical structure of the drug formulation are responsible for the absorption of water from the environment and expansion of the molecule. The dry powder as a form of drug administration absorbs water from the environment according to the porosity of the particles, and further hydration may cause either “expansion” or “contraction” of the molecule. The shape of the dry powder particle plays an important role in the induction of cough. If one axis of a dry powder particle is more extensive, the mucosa of the respiratory system will be irritated and cough will be induced. However, the inhaled droplets/particles should not exceed 5 µm in size to reach the alveoli.²²

The major differences between aerosol administration and dry powder administration include the time of aerosol production. Inhaled insulin was one of the first drugs administered percutaneously and transformed so it could be administered as an aerosol.²³ There has been extensive investigation regarding the safety of aerosol administration of systemic therapies.²⁴,²⁵ The knowledge gained from inhaled insulin indicates that an underlying respiratory disease/exacerbation of this disease or respiratory tract infection changes the systemic absorption of an aerosol-administered drug.²³ In recent years, extensive investigation with inhaled antibiotics has been performed, and there are already several products on the market.²⁶,²⁷ Moreover; experimentation has been made to enhance aerosol drug delivery.²⁶ In our current research, we investigated whether daptomycin, vancomycin, and linezolid could be administered as an aerosol with jet nebulizers or ultrasound nebulizers, and which could be the optimal combination of residual cup design and residual cup loading.

**Materials and methods**

**Drugs**

The following drugs were used: vancomycin hydrochloride 500 mg per vial (Voncon; Hospira Inc., Lake Forest, IL, USA), daptomycin 500 mg per vial (Cubucin; Novartis International AG, Basel, Switzerland), and linezolid (Zyvox; Pfizer, Inc., New York, NY, USA), supplied as a ready-to-use sterile isotonic solution for intravenous infusion. Each milliliter contains 2 mg linezolid. Inactive ingredients are sodium citrate, citric acid, and dextrose in an aqueous vehicle for intravenous administration. The sodium (Na⁺) content is 0.38 mg/mL (5 mEq/300 mL bag, 3.3 mEq/200 mL bag, and 1.7 mEq/100 mL bag).

**Aerosol production systems**

**Jet nebulizers and residual cups**

Three jet nebulizers were chosen from our department for the experiment: MaxiNeb® (Flexicare Medical Ltd, Mountain Ash, UK; 6 L/minute and 35 psi), Sunmist® (DeVilbiss Health Care, Inc., Somerset, PA, USA; 5–7 L/minute and 35 psi), and Invacare® (DeVilbiss Health Care, Inc.; 4–8 L/minute and 36 psi; Figure 1).

In total, seven residual cups were chosen for evaluation, four with a capacity of no more than 6 mL, and three with a capacity of no more than 10 mL. The designs for the large residual cups will be mentioned as A, D, and E (Figure 2). The small residual cups will be mentioned as B, C, F, and G (Figure 3) The large residual cups were not used with a capacity of more than 8 mL, as explained in the Discussion. The residual cup loadings were 2, 4, 6, and 8 mL (8 mL only for large cups).

**Ultrasound nebulizers**

Three ultrasound nebulizers were chosen from the market (Figure 4). The first was NE-U07 (Omron, Kyoto, Japan). Compact and weighing less than 350 g, it includes a 10 mL medication cup and generates uniform micro-sized vapor particles. The second ultrasound nebulizer was a portable EasyNeb II (Flaem Nuova, Martino, Italy), with the following operating specifications; drug maximum capacity, 8 mL; frequency, 2.4 MHz; nebulization capacity (adjustable), 0–0.7 mL/minute approximately (tests performed with saline 0.9%); particle size, 2.13 µm mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD); sound level at 10 cm, 50 db; operating temperature, minimum of 10°C, maximum of 40°C; and air humidity, minimum of 10%, maximum of 95% relative humidity. The third ultrasound nebulizer was a portable...
GIMA, Gessate, Italy (Choice Smart Health Care Company Limited, Wan Chai, Hong Kong, No G2061259328002) with the following operating specifications: particle size, 3–5 µm; frequency, 2.5 MHz; medication cup capacity, 1–6 mL; sound level at 10 cm, <50 db; operating temperature, minimum of 10°C, maximum of 40°C; and air humidity, minimum of 10%, maximum of 95% relative humidity. The loadings were 2 and 4 mL, as this was the amount of the residual cup for each of the three ultrasound nebulizers.

**Droplet measurement**

The size distribution of the droplets and their mean diameter \(d_{32}\) were calculated using a Malvern Mastersizer 2000 apparatus (Malvern Instruments Ltd, Malvern, Worcestershire, UK; Figure 5), equipped with a Scirocco module (Malvern Instruments Ltd). The device has been modified to be able to spray the generated droplets directly perpendicular to the laser beam.\(^6\) A refractive index of 1.33 has been used for the sprayed droplets. The measurements were made under ambient temperature.

**Milling**

The daptomycin and vancomycin powders were milled in a planetary ball mill (Pulverisette-5; Fritsch, Idar-Oberstein, Germany) equipped with Agate bowls (500 mL) and 6 balls (20 mm, 20 g) with a rotational speed of approximately 200 rpm, which results in an acceleration of about 7.5 xg. We initiated our milling at 120 minutes and acquired a MMAD of 5 µm or less (measured with the Mastersizer 2000). After milling, we collected powder of the same weight from each drug and diluted it with 2 mL 0.9% NaCl in an effort to simulate a future method/compound of administration.

**Statistical analysis**

Data (MMAD) were treated using analysis of variance (ANOVA) three times, depending on the fixed factors and their particular levels employed each time. A four-way ANOVA included three Gram-positive antibiotics (Zyvox, Voncon, Cubicin), three nebulizers (Invacare, Sunmist, MaxiNeb), and seven residual cups (A–G) at three loading levels (2, 4, and 6 mL). A three-way ANOVA included the same drugs and nebulizers and those cups (A, D, E) that could receive a higher load of 8 mL. A four-way ANOVA was finally resumed concerning the same drugs but three unique ultrasound devices (EasyNeb® II, Gima, NE-U07; Figure 4) adapted with two different mouthpieces (inlets 1 and 2) and at two loading levels (2 and 4 mL).

Statistically significant factors were checked for particular differences between level and interaction means by comparing the 95% confidence intervals of means.
Means whose intervals do not overlap differ significantly. The probability of 0.05 was chosen as the reference level of statistical significance.

Normality and homogeneity of the ANOVA residuals were tested in parallel.

Thus, the basic differences among the three ANOVA schemes are the inclusion of residual cups, the 8 mL loading, and the mouthpiece effect on ultrasound nebulizers.

**Results**

Regarding the inclusion of residual cups, ANOVA results revealed statistically significant effects for drugs \( F=3.65; P=0.033 \), residual cups \( F=5.442; P=0.0002 \), and the interaction term drug \( \times \) residual cup \( F=4.045; P=0.0002 \). Judging from the 95% confidence intervals of the drug means, it appears that both antibiotics, Zyvox (2.88 \( \mu m \)) and Cubicin (2.82 \( \mu m \)), provide a smaller droplet size than that of Voncon (3.27 \( \mu m \)).

Cup designs D (2.67 \( \mu m \)), A (2.40 \( \mu m \)), and G (2.63 \( \mu m \)) reduce the droplet size more than the other cups (Figure 6), although the confidence intervals do not differentiate their effects clearly. These effects, however, are better clarified when the interactive results are shown (Figure 7). In fact, cup designs D (1.80 \( \mu m \)) and G (1.60 \( \mu m \)) perform best in droplet reduction when combined with Cubicin and Zyvox administration, respectively.

At higher load (8 mL), ANOVA’s statistically significant differences are found only among residual cups \( F=5.290; P=0.034 \), with cup D appearing the most effective (2.30 \( \mu m \); Figure 8).

The mouthpiece does not influence the performance of the device, neither the loads nor the ultrasound nebulizers. Only the antibiotics perform slightly differently \( F=7.028; P=0.049 \) because of the smaller droplet size (2.92 \( \mu m \)) produced by Cubicin (Figure 9), which gives a result similar to that of Figure 10.

To summarize, Gram-positive antibiotics do not lower the droplet size as effectively as other drugs do, even if they are of different natures in terms of synthesis. Nevertheless, when drugs are combined with particular cup designs, they significantly lower the droplet size down to 1.60 and 1.80 \( \mu m \), which represent the best combination between Zyvox and cup G, and Cubicin and cup D, respectively.

Cup design D is suggested as the most effective cup for lowering the droplet size (2.30 \( \mu m \)) when considering a higher loading level (8 mL).

**Discussion**

The major findings of our study indicate that cup designs D (2.67 \( \mu m \)), A (2.40 \( \mu m \)), and G (2.63 \( \mu m \)) reduce the droplets more than the other cups. In fact, cup designs D (1.80 \( \mu m \)) and G (1.60 \( \mu m \)) perform best in droplet reduction.

![Figure 6 Residual cups and mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD) \( (F=6, 48) \).](image-url)
Figure 7 Residual cups, mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD), and drugs.

when combined with Cubicin and Zyvox administration, respectively.

At higher load (8 mL), ANOVA's statistically significant differences are found only among residual cups ($F=5.290; P=0.034$), with cup D appearing to be the most effective (2.30 µm).

The mouthpiece does not influence the performance of the device, neither the loads nor the ultrasound nebulizers. Only the antibiotics perform slightly differently ($F=7.028; P=0.049$) because of the smaller droplet size (2.92 µm) produced by Cubicin (Figure 3), which gives a similar result to that of Figure 6. In conclusion, the produced droplet size

Figure 8 Large residual cups and mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD) ($F=2, 8$).
depends again on particular cup designs (D and G, which are large cups). These larger cups significantly lower the droplet size down to 1.60 and 1.80 µm, which represent the best combination between Zyvox and cup G, and Cubicin and cup D, respectively. Moreover, the composition of the formulation plays a crucial role. Therefore, several more experiments with different 0.9% NaCl residual cup fillings will probably reduce droplet size even more.

Major limitations of our study include, first, the fact that we did not extensively investigate the dilution of different drugs with powder, and we did not measure the time until the residual cup was empty.

Figure 9 Drugs and mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD) (F=2, 4).

Figure 10 Drugs and mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD) (F=2, 48).
Until now, several antibiotics have been investigated for aerosol administration (eg, meropenem), and several others are on the market with aerosol administration (eg, tobramycin). The optimal combination of nebulization system, residual cup, and loading have also been investigated. It has also been investigated whether mouthpiece design influences droplet size after nebulization of the solution.

In our current research, we investigated daptomycin, linezolid, and vancomycin. There are no previous studies regarding linezolid or daptomycin; however, there has been experimentation with the aerosol administration of vancomycin. In the study by Maiz et al, aerosolized vancomycin was investigated for the first time as a treatment option for patients with cystic fibrosis. It was observed that this method of treatment was safe and well-tolerated and did not induce bacterial resistance. In a study by Park et al, multifunctional controlled-release nanoparticles of vancomycin were produced as a dry powder.

Future usage of vancomycin in in vivo models will allow us to investigate the superiority of this formulation when compared with normal aerosol. In the study by Nettey et al, microspheres of albumin loaded with vancomycin were produced and demonstrated superiority when compared with the solution form. There are several successful examples in which systemic administration of a drug was converted to aerosol; this is the case with insulin and tobramycin. The lesson that was learned was that in the case of insulin, when exacerbation of an underlying disease occurred or when respiratory infection occurred, the dosage administration had to change and glucose measurements had to be more frequent. In fact, the pharmacokinetics of the drug changed because of the alteration of the absorption from the alveoli to the systemic circulation. In contrast, tobramycin was approved for children older than 6 years who had cystic fibrosis. Tobramycin was not approved for acute cystic fibrosis exacerbation or for non-cystic fibrosis patients.

The three antibiotics are effective against Gram-positive bacteria. Linezolid is a member of the oxazolidinone class of drugs. Linezolid has been observed to be active against most Gram-positive bacteria that cause disease, including streptococci, methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus, and vancomycin-resistant enterococci. The main indications of linezolid until now have been infections of the skin and soft tissues and pneumonia (particularly hospital-acquired pneumonia); however, off-label uses for a variety of other infections are already becoming popular. Linezolid is a completely synthetic drug that does not occur in nature and was not developed by building on a naturally occurring skeleton. After several efforts, there is now a cost-effective method of production.

Vancomycin is a naturally occurring antibiotic made by the soil bacterium Actinobacteria species Amycolatopsis orientalis. The original indication for vancomycin was for the treatment of penicillin-resistant S. aureus, a use kept alive for many years by the fact that the compound had to be given intravenously. Vancomycin has been observed to be nephrotoxic and ototoxic; moreover, vancomycin-resistant organisms are becoming common. Therefore, vancomycin is being replaced in the clinical practice by newer antibiotics such as linezolid (Zyvox), daptomycin (Cubicin), and quinupristin/dalfopristin (Synercid).

Daptomycin is a lipopeptide antibiotic used in the treatment of systemic and life-threatening infections caused by Gram-positive organisms. It is useful in treating infections caused by multiresistant bacteria. Daptomycin is approved for use in adults in the US for skin and skin structure infections caused by Gram-positive infections, right-sided S. aureus endocarditis, and S. aureus bacteremia. A major drawback that has to be considered if it is used as aerosol treatment is that it binds avidly to pulmonary surfactant, and therefore cannot be used in the treatment of pneumonia as it is in aerosol form. However, there seems to be a difference in working daptomycin on hematogenous pneumonia.

If one day these products reach the production arena, time of administration is an essential factor for cost-time effectiveness. Time-consuming aerosol administration can cause adverse effects, such as cough. Finally, cup design D is suggested as the most effective cup for lowering the droplet size (2.30 μm) when considering a higher loading level (8 mL). In our future experiments, we will investigate the effect of different mouthpiece designs with the best combination of residual cup design and residual cup filling for each drug. In addition, we will record the time of administration and droplet size production with the different mouthpiece designs.
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